Effects of maternal B12 supplementation on neurophysiological outcomes in children: a study protocol for an extended follow-up from a placebo randomised control trial in Bangalore, India
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Vitamin B12 deficiency is highly prevalent in pregnant Indian women. Neuropsychological tests have shown an association between low maternal vitamin B12 status and poorer cognitive performances in the offspring, although findings from these studies have been inconsistent. Vitamin B12 has an important role in the formation of myelin which is important for the transmission speed of neural impulses and myelination in the central nervous system has been linked to cognition. Assessing neurophysiological measures using event-related potentials (ERPs) in children may provide additional information on the effect of maternal vitamin B12 supplementation on offspring brain function. The study examines the effects of oral vitamin B12 daily supplements (50 µg) to pregnant Indian women on child neurophysiological function at 72 months.

Methods and analysis We previously conducted a double-blind, placebo-controlled study to examine the effects of maternal vitamin B12 supplementation on cognitive outcomes in their offspring using the Bayley scales of infant development, third edition. In this extended follow-up of the same cohort of mother-child dyad, we propose to use ERP to study the long-term impact of maternal B12 supplementation on brain function in children at 72 months of age. We intend to use P300 and mismatch negativity (MMN) as measures of neurophysiological outcomes. The primary outcome of this study will be child neurophysiological measures (as measured by amplitude and latency of P300 and MMN) assessed at 72 months of age in children whose mothers received vitamin B12 compared with neurophysiological status of children whose mothers received placebo.

Ethics and dissemination The study was approved by the Institutional Ethical Board of St. John’s Medical College and the Harvard School of Public Health Human Subjects Committee. Results obtained will be presented at national and international research meetings and published in peer-reviewed scientific journals.

Trial registration number NCT00641862.

Strengths and limitations of this study

► The present study examines the long-term effect of oral maternal B12 supplementation on brain functions in children.
► The capture of several known risk factors linked to neurodevelopmental outcomes in children is a particular strength of this study.
► The overall sample size of the study is modest.
► The present study examines the effect of a single micronutrient intervention on brain functions as opposed to multimineral intervention.

INTRODUCTION

Vitamin B12 is a co-factor in the conversion of homocysteine to methionine. S-adenosylmethionine is a prominent methyl donor involved in the methylation of DNA and RNA. Impairment in this methylation could result in deficient production of myelin and thereby impact myelination in central nervous system (CNS).1 Animal studies using cycloleucine as an inhibitor of S-adenosylmethionine showed reduced methylation of the myelin basic protein providing a rational explanation for myelin lesions observed in cases of vitamin B12 deficiency.1 Myelination is involved in cognition, learning, skill development and memory.3 MRI-based studies have shown that myelination and white matter maturation correlate with development of specific cognitive functions.4,5

Vitamin B12-deficient diets or malabsorption are associated with delayed neurocognitive development ranging from irritability to failure to thrive, developmental regression and anorexia.6 Observational studies in children have shown that biochemical indices of poor vitamin B12 status are associated with
poorer performance on tests of cognitive functions.\(^7\) A study in the Netherlands demonstrated an association between consumption of a macrobiotic diet (low in vitamin B12) during the first six years of life and poorer performance on measures of fluid intelligence, spatial ability and short-term memory during adolescence compared with children who were fed an omnivore diet.\(^8\) The beneficial effects of vitamin B12 status on cognitive performance in children were demonstrated in a randomised controlled trial in India\(^10\) and on motor development in two trials in Norwegian infants.\(^11,12\) Several studies have noted that impaired maternal vitamin B12 status in pregnancy is associated with a greater risk of vitamin B12 deficiency in infants.\(^13,14\) However, findings from studies that examined the association between maternal vitamin B12 status and cognitive function in children have been inconsistent. While some studies report an association between low maternal vitamin B12 status during pregnancy and suboptimal performance on cognitive tests in infants\(^15\) and young children,\(^16\) others did not.\(^17,18\) Furthermore, it is difficult to reliably measure cognitive outcomes in infants and young children because changes in child development can be emergent, latent (not yet measurable), delayed or disordered and are rapidly changing.\(^19\)

As vitamin B12 has an important role in myelination in the CNS, using neurophysiological-based assessments of brain function may yield additional information. Few studies have examined the effect of nutritional deficiencies on developing brain using event-related potentials (ERPs). ERPs reflect the electrical response of the cortex to cognitive, emotional or sensory events that are stimulus derived and synchronous or ‘time locked’ to particular stimuli or events. They are non-invasive, robust, directly reflect neural activity and have excellent temporal resolution, reflecting electrical activity in the order of milliseconds.\(^20\) Thus, ERPs provide a direct measure of the underlying neural activity.

Compared with healthy controls, infants with iron deficiency anaemia had delayed auditory brain responses\(^21,22\) and delayed visual evoked potentials (EPs);\(^23\) suggestive of decreased myelination. In a study from Chile, delay in absolute latencies for auditory brain responses persisted at 4 years of age even after correction of iron deficiency anaemia during infancy, suggesting that iron deficiency can have long-lasting effects on the developing brain.\(^24\) Based on ERP studies, infants born to mothers with prenatal iron deficiency\(^25,26\) and infants with iron deficiency anaemia had impaired recognition memory.\(^27\)

In summary, the majority of studies using ERP have been performed in infants with iron deficiency anaemia. We are not aware of any studies that have examined the impact of maternal B12 supplementation on brain functions in children using an additional metric of ERPs.

We performed a double-blind randomised controlled trial of oral vitamin B12 during pregnancy and early lactation in south Indian women with a high prevalence of vitamin B12 deficiency.\(^28\) We have since been following children from this cohort with periodic cognitive assessments (9, 18 and 30 months) using Bayley scales of infant development III (BSID-III).\(^29\) As part of consortium of studies whose primary objectives are to examine the long-term effects of B12 supplementation on neurodevelopmental outcomes and growth in children,\(^30\) we propose to examine the long-term impact of maternal B12 supplementation on child neurodevelopment using both conventional neuropsychological-based tests of cognitive abilities and measuring ERPs as a function of underlying neuronal activity. In this report, we present the methods of ERP acquisition using a novel wireless system, ENOBIO (Neuroelectrics, Barcelona). The ENOBIO Neuroelectronics Instrument Controller (NIC) consists of software that records continuous EEG data from a wireless Bluetooth device connected to 32 dry electrodes using an electrode cap (figure 1).

**Objective of the study**

To examine the effects of oral vitamin B12 daily supplements (50 µg) to pregnant Indian women from 14 weeks gestational age through 6 weeks post partum on child neurophysiological function at 72 months.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

**Present study**

This study is a follow-up of a placebo-controlled clinical trial of oral B12 supplementation (50 µg daily) beginning at <14 weeks of gestation through a 6-week post partum on pregnant women in Bangalore. Recruitment and follow-up of mothers (n=366) and their children took place at Hosahalli Hospital, a government-administered maternal facility in Bangalore that caters to women from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. At the time of recruitment in the parent study, a significant proportion (51.1%) of pregnant women had B12 deficiency. Following maternal B12 supplementation, serum B12 levels were significantly higher in the intervention group and their infants. B12 levels in the breast milk were also significantly higher at 6 weeks (p<0.0005) in this group.\(^28\)
We have been following up these mother–child dyads for 6 years with periodic neurocognitive assessments of children at 9 and 30 months.²⁹ ³¹

As part of the current study, the mother–child dyads are being assessed on tests from Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children,³² Koh’s block design test³³ and tests of verbal fluency, Vineland Social Maturity Scale³⁴ and test of executive functions based on the BRIEF P.³⁵ Socio-demographic details such as age, gestational age, household income, religion, parity, educational background of both parents and list of household assets will be estimated. Assessment of food security, home environment and parental behaviour would also be carried out.

Approximately 10mL of blood will be obtained from the children by venipuncture and collected in both EDTA and plain vacutainers (BD Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, USA) that will be kept on ice until separation in a refrigerated centrifuge, usually within 4 hours. Haemoglobin and complete blood count will be analysed on whole-blood samples in an automated Coulter counter (ABX Pentra C+; Horiba Medicals, California, USA). The plasma and red blood cells will be separated and stored at 80°C until analysis for vitamin B12, total homocysteine (tHcy), methylenalonic acid (MMA) and erythrocyte folate concentrations. The plasma vitamin B12 will be measured by the electrochemiluminescence method (Roche Diagnostics Mannheim, USA). The measurement of tHcy and MMA will be performed by GC-MS (model 3800; Varian, Palo Alto, California, USA). Dietary intake in children will be measured by a 24-hour dietary recall form which has been previously validated among south Indian children.³⁶ ³⁷ Trained research personnel will record height, weight, body mass index, head circumference, waist circumference, hip circumference, chest circumference, mid-upper arm circumference, biceps skinfold, triceps skinfold, sub-scapular skinfold and the supra-iliac skinfold in participating children. ERP will be assessed at approximately 72 months of age to study the effects of maternal vitamin B12 supplementation on offspring brain development in pre-school-age children, the INTERGROWTH 21st Project, is also proposing to use the wireless electroencephalography system to capture ERPs.³⁸

Experiments

We propose to use ERPs to assess higher cognitive functions such as sensory discrimination of physical attributes of stimuli, attention and working memory in children aged 72 months born to mothers who received either oral vitamin B12 or placebo during pregnancy. ERPs generated 100ms post-stimulus presentations are ‘cognitive’ and examine information processing because they reflect the manner in which a subject evaluates a stimulus. This is in contrast to early waves (components peaking within a 100ms post-stimulus presentation) which are termed as sensory since they largely depend on the physical parameters of the stimulus.³⁹

Event-related potential tasks

P300 and mismatch negativity (MMN) will be used, which are well-characterised ‘cognitive’ potentials and are known to reflect higher cognitive functions of attention and memory that are endogenous in nature.²⁹ ⁴² The components of the ERPs that will be measured include...
the amplitude (µV) and the latency (ms) (figure 2). Figure 3 illustrates the sequential process of electrophysiological experiment.

The P300 experiment
P300 is a ‘positive’ wave occurring at approximately 300ms post-stimulus presentation. In tasks where the standard/target discrimination is more challenging, P300 is shown to be prominent over fronto/central region of the brain. P300 amplitude is influenced by attentional resource allocation (cognitive demands) while processing a task. Alterations in P300 are associated with impaired attention. Figure 4 shows the visual P300 stimuli and the task to be performed by the subject.

P300 stimuli
In the present study, three visual target stimuli will be presented on a white background. A blue circle 3.5 cm in diameter (the standard stimulus), same blue circle but 5 cm in diameter (the target stimulus) and a check-board image (the distractor stimulus) will be chosen as the target stimuli. Each stimulus will be presented on the video screen of the computer for 100ms with an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 1000 ms. The probabilities of the ‘standard to target to distractor’ ratio will be set at 80:10:10. Stimuli presentations will be randomised. A total of 1000 stimuli will be presented per session which is divided into five blocks of approximately 3.5 min each, with the above probabilities to minimise fatigue in the subjects. We chose the visual modality to test P300, in three stimulus oddball paradigm, using target, standard and infrequent non-target stimuli of 2000, 1000 and 500Hz auditory task and ‘X’, ‘O’ and ‘H’ respectively for the visual task showed that both auditory and visual stimulus modalities elicited an identical topography across both modalities of P300.

The P300 task
The task will be described to the participant. The subject will be instructed to keep their eyes fixed on the stimuli and respond with a button press only to the target stimulus and to ignore the standard and the distractor stimuli. A practice test will be carried out to ensure that the participant comprehends all the instructions. The subject will be instructed to use the index finger of their dominant hand to respond to the appropriate stimuli. The session is expected to last about 20 min for all five blocks.

The MMN experiment
MMN is a neural response seen as a result of discrimination of a particular aspect of an auditory stimulus from the preceding one. It peaks 100–300 ms after the onset of stimulus. It represents a ‘pre-attentive’ memory-based comparison process between the neural representation of incoming deviant auditory stimulus and that of previous regular stimuli. The primary auditory cortex, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the frontal region of the brain are the most likely cerebral sources of MMN. MMN reflects cognitive state of the early stage of obligatory auditory attention in infants and children. MMN is robustly elicited not only when a subject is inattentive to the auditory stimuli but maybe engaged in a cognitively demanding task in another modality. MMN has been studied in various neuropsychiatric conditions such as schizophrenia and dyslexia, and in subjects with auditory processing disabilities. Figure 5 shows the auditory stimuli and the task to be performed by the subject.
The MMN stimuli
The 1000 Hz tone (the standard), 2000 Hz tone (deviant—MMN 1), 1100 Hz tone (deviant—MMN 2) and 1010 Hz tone (deviant—MMN 3) will be chosen as the auditory stimuli for the three MMN tasks. The duration of each stimulus will be 100 ms long, with 5 ms each of rise and fall of the auditory stimuli. The ISI of 700 ms will be maintained for all the three MMN experiments. The auditory stimuli will have a decibel range of 75–80 dB. The ‘standard to deviant’ probability is set at 80:20 and a total of 1000 stimuli will be presented per MMN task each of which will last up to 10 min, totalling 30 min for all three MMN tasks.

The MMN task
The subject will be seated with a laptop playing a mute engaging cartoon video to divert attention from the experimental task. The MMN experiment consists of presentation of standard stimuli at 1000 Hz compared with deviant stimuli of three different frequencies (1010, 1100 and 2000 Hz). The 1000 Hz tone will be maintained as a standard for all the three MMN experiments and only the frequency of the deviant tone will differ across the MMN experiments.

The stimuli will be presented to the subject with over-ear ‘Kidz Gear Headphones’ that are specially designed for smaller head sizes. The headphones are padded for comfort and to maintain appropriate acoustics. The order of MMN experiments presented will be counterbalanced across all subjects to ensure that possible order effects are evenly distributed throughout the experiment. Subjects will be instructed to pay no attention to the auditory stimuli and encouraged to watch the cartoon video while the experiments are in progress.

ERP set-up
Stimulus presentation software
The experiment will be performed using Presentation software (V.18.0, Neurobehavioral Systems, Berkeley, California, USA) which is a programmable stimulus delivery and experimental control program that delivers visual and auditory stimuli with great accuracy and identifies event logging. Experiments will be programmed using the Presentation Control Language and the Presentation Control Application Programming Interface that enables loading and running of the experiments. The program is also capable of interfacing with other devices to send and receive data.
EEG data recording

The EEG data will be recorded using ENOBIO which is a wearable, wireless electrophysiology sensor system. It is integrated with a powerful user interface to record and visualise 24-bit EEG data at 500 samples per second using the NIC software. In addition, the ENOBIO system is capable of integrating with the Presentation system using Lab Streaming Layer to record a stimulus from the stimulus delivery system. Thirty-two dry electrodes will be placed as per the International 10/20 system, a commonly used EEG electrode placement system for correlating external skull locations to underlying cortical areas using an electrode cap. The NIC Bluetooth Device will be used to record EEG signals from the 32 electrodes. Software-enabled line noise filter of 60 Hz will be applied to eliminate external electrical interference during the recording of the EEG data. The EEG recording will begin just prior to stimulus presentation and will be stopped just after the end of the experiment to prevent any loss of stimulus locked data. The data will be saved and stored on a drive as a European Data Format file (EDF). The EDF is a widely accepted standard for the exchange of EEG data between different equipment and laboratories.

EEG data analysis

The analysis of the raw EEG data stored by the NIC system will be done using EEGLAB and ERPLAB for artefact rejection and data averaging and then for estimating the resultant peak amplitude and latencies of the ERPs. ERPLAB, which is closely integrated with EEGLAB, is a freely available open source toolbox that is used to process and analyse ERPs in the MATLAB environment (MATLAB r2015a, license number 1111289). ERPLAB adds on to EEGLAB’s EEG processing functions that enables artefact detection, sorting of events, re-referencing as well as averaging EEG segments to create averaged ERPs, and different waves and plotting of these waveforms among other functions. In addition, the MATLAB environment makes it convenient to create small programs or scripts that enable an automated data processing with the flexibility of changing the script for data analysis of multiple subjects.

ERP data analysis

Analysis of P300 data

The P300 data from the five blocks will be merged to create a single continuous EDF file. The data will be initially subjected to a Butterworth type of bandpass frequency filter of 0.1 Hz (highpass)−30 Hz (lowpass) for artefact rejection. The P300 data will be analysed from the frontal midline electrode ‘Fz’ as the P300 has been shown to be prominent in the fronto/central region. An algorithm called ‘clean_raw data’ using a 0.25–0.75 Hz transition band that cleans continuous EEG data using artefact subspace reconstruction method will be used for artefact rejection. After the removal of artefacts, epochs (time segments of waveforms) of −100 ms (100 ms prior to the stimulus presentation) to 900 ms (900 ms post-stimulus presentation) will be created for generating P300 data. The epochs from the standard and deviant stimuli will be averaged to create the standard and deviant ERPs. The amplitude and latencies of P300 will be calculated at the previously chosen Fz electrode position. Peak amplitudes and latencies of P300 will be estimated using the ERP measurement tool with predetermined time windows. For P300 data, −100 to 600 ms time windows will be chosen, and with the help of this function, the...
amplitude (µV) and latency (ms) of the highest positive peak will be determined.

Analysis of MMN data
The EDF file of the MMN experiment will be initially loaded onto the EEGLAB interface. Similar to the P300 analysis, the EEG data will be initially subjected to Butterworth filter of 0.1 Hz (highpass)–30 Hz (lowpass). As with the P300 analysis, the Fz electrode will be chosen for the analysis of the MMN data as the frontal region is the most likely the cerebral source of MMN.44–46 After the application of the bandpass filter, the ‘clean_rawdata’ method will be applied for artefact rejection. After the removal of artefacts, epochs of −100 ms (100 ms prior to the stimulus presentation) to 600 ms (600 ms post-stimulus presentation) will be created for generating MMN data. EPs are created by averaging the epochs determined from standard and the deviant stimuli independently. To characterise the MMN, difference waves (where the standard stimulus ERP will be subtracted from the deviant stimuli ERP) will be created and peak amplitude and latencies will be determined. The amplitude and latencies will be calculated for the Fz channel. Peak amplitudes and latencies will be determined using the ERP Measurement Tool with predetermined time windows. A time window of −100 to 350 ms for the MMN data will be chosen, and the amplitudes and latencies for the most negative peak in the time window will be determined.

Statistical considerations
Determination of primary outcomes
The primary endpoint will be ERP measures at 72 months which would be amplitude and latency of P300 and MMN. We hypothesise that children born to mothers who received 50 µg of oral vitamin B12 will have a higher amplitude and shorter latency of P300 and MMN compared with children of mothers who received placebo.

Sample size justification
We plan to evaluate all available children born to the 366 women in the B12 supplementation trial for neurodevelopmental outcomes through 6 1/2 years of age. A sample size of 60 per arm will provide 90% power to detect a standardised effect size of 0.6 or higher in latency with a two-sided two-sample t test at 0.05 significance level.

General analytic strategy
Intent-to-treat analysis of treatment effects will be the primary analysis strategy for all endpoints. All tests will be two-sided at 0.05 significance level. The primary comparison will use a two-sample t test. Wilcoxon rank-sum test will be used if the scores substantially deviate from the normal distribution. The association between markers of child vitamin B12 status (at 72 months) and ERP measures (at 72 months) will be evaluated by Pearson’s correlation coefficients (if the outcomes are normally distributed) or Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (if the outcomes are not normally distributed). Multiple linear regression with ERP as the dependent variable will be performed to further assess these associations in a multivariable model.
The association between measured outcome of interest and baseline risk factors, as well as longitudinally measured risk factors including dietary intake, nutritional status and home environmental factors, will be examined using generalised linear models.

We will include interaction terms in multiple models to examine whether B12 supplementation is more effective in certain subpopulations. Due to limited statistical power, all potential effect modifiers will be dichotomised into two groups with relatively balanced sample sizes. The appropriate cut point for continuous or ordinal covariates may be the median value, 1st or 3rd quartile, or commonly used cut-offs.

The primary intent of this study is to measure the effect of maternal vitamin B12 supplementation on the brain function of the offspring using neurophysiological measures. Electrophysiological methods like ERPs or EPs have proved to be reliable in measuring neural correlates of cognitive function. The extent of research using ERPs to study the impact of vitamin B12 on brain functions in children remains limited. We will attempt to bridge this knowledge gap by using the ERPs P300 and MMN as measures of sensory discrimination, attention and working memory, in addition to neuropsychological assessments.

**Patient and public involvement**
The present study is a follow-up of a double-blind placebo controlled trial of B12 supplementation during pregnancy. Our team has been following up these mother-child dyads for 6 years and our research team has been in constant contact with participants for cognitive assessments. The participants have been receptive to the feedback given during the original trial and have expressed their interest in examining the long-term effects of supplementation. We will discuss strategies to provide information to the participants at the completion of the present study.

**Ethics and dissemination**
The study was approved by the Institutional Ethical Board of St. John’s Medical College and the Harvard School of Public Health Human Subjects Committee. Written informed consent will be taken from the parents of the participating children. Verbal assent will be taken from the participating children. Results obtained will be presented at national and international research and policy meetings, and published in peer-reviewed scientific journals.

The present study is an extended follow-up of children examining the impact of maternal vitamin B12 supplementation on neurodevelopmental and neurophysiological outcomes in children. The extended nature of follow-ups is a particular strength of the study along with the capture of several known risk factors linked to neurodevelopmental outcomes in children. However, loss to follow-up and attrition can influence the proposed outcomes but we do not expect this to differ between the two arms of the study.

The results from the study could further our understanding of the role of vitamin B12 in brain functions in children and be helpful in formulating policy decisions on maternal nutrient supplementation and its impact on neurodevelopmental outcomes in children.
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